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Dear Readers,

We hope you and your loved ones are keeping safe and well.
This issue, we celebrate all things local in view of Singapore’s 55th birthday in
August. Did you catch any of the National Day Parade segments that were brought
right into our heartlands? Relive those exciting moments in Talk of the Town.
No longer just an industrial area, Jurong West has evolved tremendously
over the years to boast a National Garden, hawker food gems, an integrated
sports complex, and more. Check out what else this estate has to offer in
Around the Block. Some small local businesses have turned the COVID-19
crisis into opportunity by leveraging technology. In this section, learn about
the steps these businesses have taken to turn the tide.
For many, a cup of morning coffee is an essential way of life. In Our Life Stories,
we take a look at what goes into our beloved kopi and some of its most popular
variants. A familiar face among the local Indian community, actress-host
Shamini Gunasagar tells us how she grew from a reserved child to an articulate
radio presenter, and how she aspires to help children speak up with confidence.
The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in irrevocable social and lifestyle
changes. It is important to continue complying with infection control
measures and maintaining good hygiene habits, as well as looking after
our emotional well-being amid challenging times. Also featured in
Livin’ It Up are film and music options that you can have a good time
within the comfort of your home.
We hope you enjoy reading this issue of Life Storeys. Stay healthy and safe!
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Talk of the Town

STRAIGHT FROM
THE

Heart

THIS YEAR’S NDP CELEBRATIONS
BROUGHT SOME FAMILIAR AND
MUCH-LOVED SEGMENTS RIGHT
INTO THE HEARTLANDS.

In May 2020, it was announced
by the National Day Parade (NDP)
executive committee that this year’s
parade would be scaled down,
but no less significant, to celebrate
Singapore’s 55th year of independence.
“For the first time since independence,
instead of bringing Singaporeans to a
location, we will bring NDP across the
island into every Singaporean home,”
declared the committee.
And that they did, under this
year’s theme, “Together, A
Stronger Singapore”.
Life Storeys encapsulates the
highlights of 9 August 2020 in
pictures as Singaporeans from all
walks of life turned both spectators
and participants:

Fighter jets
As a tribute to frontliners battling
COVID-19, six of the Republic
of Singapore Air Force’s (RSAF)
F-15 fighter jets soared over eight
hospitals in the morning.

Red Lions
At the open fields near Sengkang
General Hospital and Ng Teng
Fong General Hospital, spectators
cheered as the Red Lions leapt
from RSAF C-130 Hercules aircraft
and descended to the ground.
This marks the first time that the
Red Lions have performed their
display in the heartlands. After their
descent, the teams saluted healthcare
workers at the hospitals.
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State flag flypast
Another first was the islandwide state flag flypast, where two
Chinook helicopters (one of them helmed by a female pilot, also
for the first time) took to the skies over the eastern and western
parts of Singapore.
At 10.30am, one flag set off for the Padang, flying over it while the
national anthem played. It then embarked east, travelling across
areas including Marine Parade, Changi Airport, Pasir Ris, and
Punggol. The second flag on the western route covered locations
such as Jurong West, Choa Chu Kang, Bukit Panjang, and
Thomson. Both Chinooks flew concurrently for about
55 minutes before landing at Sembawang Airbase.

Mobile Column
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This year’s Mobile Column featured
66 assets from the Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF), Singapore
Civil Defence Force (SCDF), and
Singapore Police Force (SPF), which
made their way across five routes
covering the north, northeast, south,
southeast and west of Singapore.
The total distance covered was
approximately 200km, the longest
ever for any Mobile Column passing
through the heartlands.

Talk of the Town
Donning masks and waving handheld flags, Singaporeans
lined the streets to catch a glimpse of the contingent.
Safe distancing ambassadors were deployed to ensure
spectators complied with infection control measures. The
loudest cheers went to the frontline and essential workers
from various sectors aboard the vehicles.
A food delivery rider, who was en route to pick up an
order, found himself moving behind the Mobile Column
in Marsiling. He ended up trailing the fleet, waving to
enthusiastic residents as they applauded this impromptu
addition who went on to represent the unsung food
delivery heroes of the pandemic.
The Mobile Column also passed by Khoo Teck Puat
Hospital, Sengkang General Hospital, Ng Teng Fong
General Hospital, and Singapore Expo as a show of
appreciation and gratitude for all healthcare workers.

Fireworks displays
One other unprecedented highlight was the fireworks
displays at 10 different locations, such as Ang Mo Kio,
Tampines and Jurong Lake Gardens. The dazzling event
began simultaneously across the island at 8.20pm, after
the recital of the Pledge during the NDP evening show
held at the Star Vista.
Launched at a height of up to 62 storeys,
the fireworks had a visible range of 1km to
8km. As such, residents in neighbouring
estates were also able to view the
fireworks from their homes. The displays
lasted for five minutes, characterising a
vibrant end to the NDP celebrations.
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NOT SO

Ulu

ANYMORE!

AN EXCURSION TO JURONG WEST OFFERS LOTS
TO SEE AND DO FOR NATURE ENTHUSIASTS,
SPORTY TYPES AND FOODIES, TOO.
Once filled with swamps and a dense forest, Jurong
West has undergone extensive development since the
1960s, evolving from an industrial area to a sprawling
residential estate. A population of 266,720 (as of 2018)
makes it the largest town in western Singapore. Two
rivers, Sungei Jurong and Sungei Lanchar, run through
the town via a network of park connectors.

Jurong Lake Gardens
Along Yuan Ching Road and Boon Lay Way
www.nparks.gov.sg/juronglakegardens

Joining Singapore Botanic Gardens and Gardens by
the Bay as a National Garden is Jurong Lake Gardens.
The first of its kind in the heartlands, it is designed as a
gathering spot for the community residing in the west.
The 90-hectare space consists of Lakeside Garden,
Chinese and Japanese Gardens, and Garden Promenade.
While redevelopment for the latter areas will be
completed from 2021, Lakeside Garden, which alone
comprises wide-ranging facilities and attractions, opened

to the public in April 2019.
Scenic boardwalks, a water
play area with real sand, and
an all-inclusive playground with
wheelchair-friendly structures (such as a swing and
merry-go-round) accentuate this part of the Gardens.
“The Lone Tree”, a sculpture inspired by the industrial
origins of Jurong and built from recycled iron
reinforcement bars salvaged from old park pathways,
stands tall in a segment of Lakeside Garden known as
The Grasslands. Two other landmarks here are a
dome-shaped installation for birdwatching and a
logs trail featuring neutral-coloured wooden stumps
made from Rain Trees and Senegal Mahogany trees.

FUN FACT: The tall grasses over at
The Grasslands are not lalang! The fields of
gold belong to a species of grasses from the
Pennisetum family.

Jurong Central Park
Junction off Jalan Boon Lay and Boon Lay Way
www.nparks.gov.sg/gardens-parks-and-nature/
parks-and-nature-reserves/jurong-central-park

Jurong Central Park is the first park in Singapore
to incorporate life-sized board games! The Snakes
and Ladders playground and a Ludo Garden prove
irresistible to visitors, and the ingenious Dice Tower
facilitates gameplay nicely. The park also houses various
types of aquatic plants, dragonflies, and native species
of trees, such as tembusu and gelam.

FUN FACT: Situated across from Boon Lay MRT station, Jurong Central Park is linked to
Jurong Lake Gardens via the Jurong Park Connector, and to Yunnan Park via the Jurong West
Park Connector, which makes it very accessible to residents in the west!
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Around the Block

Taman Jurong Market and Food Centre
3 Yung Sheng Road, Singapore 618499

One of Singapore’s very first hawker centres that
opened in 1971, Taman Jurong Market and Food
Centre was previously known as Yung Sheng Food
Centre. In 2005, it was upgraded into a five-storey
building, with a wet market occupying the ground level,
food stalls at the second and third floors, and parking
lots for the remaining two levels.
Some of the crowd
favourites include bak
chor mee from 58 Minced
Meat Noodle, lor mee
from Feng Zhen Lor Mee,
sambal stingray from
B.B.Q. Seafood, chicken
briyani from Sikkander’s
Briyani, and roast meats
from Tien Lai Rice Stall.

When I
used to work
around this area,
I visited Taman
Jurong Market
and Food Centre at
least once a week. Now I visit
every fortnight. It has some of
Jurong’s best food, especially
the bak chor mee and lor mee!
– WINNIE TAN, 40, INSURANCE EXECUTIVE

FUN FACT: The $14 million conversion of
Taman Jurong Market and Food Centre into
a five-storey building was a first-time effort
by the National Environment Agency under
the Hawker Upgrading Programme. The
original complex was demolished in 2003 and
hawkers from the nearby Corporation Drive
Market and Corporation Drive Food Centre
were rehoused in the new centre when it was
completed in 2005.

Jurong West Sport Centre
20 Jurong West Street 93, Singapore 648965
www.myactivesg.com/facilities/jurong-westsports-centre

Located next to Pioneer MRT station, Jurong West
Sport Centre (formerly known as Jurong West Sport
and Recreation Centre) is the largest integrated
sports hub in Singapore. One of its key facilities is
the multi-purpose Jurong West Stadium, which has
a seating capacity of 4,200 and is designated to host
international football matches.
The venue also consists of Jurong West Swimming
Complex, which includes a sheltered Olympic-sized
swimming pool, teaching pool, kiddy area, jacuzzi,
and water playground. Those into racquet games
can book the dedicated table tennis, badminton and
rooftop tennis courts,
while fitness enthusiasts
will be impressed by
the state-of-the-art
gymnasium run by
the Singapore Sports
Council. Jurong West
Sport Centre also offers
a range of dining options
with ample parking
for anyone looking to
unwind after an active
day out.

FUN FACT: For thrill seekers, there
is a three-storey-high water slide at the
swimming complex. If you prefer going
with the flow, the lazy river is ideal for a
relaxing float.

Some places mentioned in this article may be closed or have capacity restrictions due to COVID-19 measures.
Please check their respective websites for the latest updates.
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THE PANDEMIC HAS BROUGHT
ON UNPRECEDENTED
CHALLENGES FOR MANY
SMALL LOCAL BUSINESSES,
BUT SOME ARE REINVENTING
THEMSELVES TO EMERGE
STRONGER FROM THIS CRISIS.

This year’s COVID-19 calamity has
necessitated the calibration of survival
strategies for business owners, with
a growing number reaching out to
consumers in innovative ways.

JW Korean Food Story
10E Sixth Avenue, #01-01/02,
Singapore 276474
www.facebook.com/
JWKoreanFoodStory

While there is no shortage of Korean
eateries nowadays, halal Korean cuisine
in a coffee shop setting is relatively hard
to come by. Recognising the demand,
Muslim owner and chef Safwan Kamal,
who formerly worked at Pan Pacific
Hotel and JW Marriott Hotel, started
JW Korean Food Story at a kopitiam in
Ghim Moh. The stall relocated to Sixth
Avenue in September this year.

The food served is fresh and
delicious. We ordered the seafood
and chicken hotpot, which has
a generous amount of meat,
clams and prawns. The dish can
be shared among two to three
people. Highly recommended!
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– MOHAMMAD FAIZAL, FACEBOOK USER

Some of its most highly rated dishes
include Char-Spicy Chicken Ramen
and Sweet Soy Sauce Grilled Beef. Its
signature item, Army Stew Steamboat,
comes with free-flow soup, a heap of
meats and vegetables as well as ramyeon (quick-cooking
noodles). The kimchi (fermented vegetables) is also
made in-house.
To counter the impact of COVID-19, JW Korean Food
Story promptly introduced “Circuit Breaker set meals”
and islandwide delivery service. The stall has its own
Facebook and Instagram pages to promote its menu
items, while orders are accepted via WhatsApp. Although
dining in is now allowed with safe distancing measures
in place, birthday set packages with free delivery are still
available to cater to those who prefer staying home.

Around the Block

Jixing Tonic
Blk 502, Jurong West Street 51,
#01-831, Singapore 640502
www.facebook.com/Jixingtonicsg

During the Circuit Breaker,
retailers had to come up with
alternative ways to keep their
businesses going despite shuttering
their physical stores. One homegrown
brand that has turned to social media
and e-commerce platforms is Jixing Tonic,
a local distributor of herbal medicines,
tonics and supplements.
Besides setting up a virtual shop on popular online
shopping website Lazada, Jixing Tonic regularly
conducts Facebook Live broadcasts to share about
the use and benefits of their products. To further
engage their followers, giveaways and promotions
are also scheduled frequently. This has gained them
many repeat customers, who leave numerous positive
reviews on their Facebook page.

The quality of Jixing’s products
is excellent. Their soup bags are
so tasty! I won’t repurchase from
a shop if the products are not
good. This is already my third
time buying from them. There
are even gifts with purchase!
– CHANEL, FACEBOOK USER

Gu Xiang Yuan
Blk 720, Ang Mo Kio Avenue 6, #01-4116,
Singapore 560720
www.guxiangyuan.com.sg

Beyond the elderly, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)
has been steadily gaining popularity among younger
consumers in recent years. This has prompted retailers like
Gu Xiang Yuan to supplement their business online, and
the move has proved fruitful. “The average monthly growth
for the online business is 10 percent,” said Ms Amy Ho,
director and manager, in a The Straits Times interview.
Gu Xiang Yuan’s brick-and-mortar store, which opened
in 2018, is located in an Ang Mo Kio residential block.
The limited number of walk-in customers and
a skyrocketing online shopping industry led
Gu Xiang Yuan to explore various e-commerce
platforms, including Shopee, Qoo10, Lazada, Taobao,
and eBay. Having a presence on these online shopping
sites has helped expand its customer base to places
as far as China, India, and the United States. Orders
can also be placed via communication apps, such as
WhatsApp and WeChat.
Over on Facebook, the brand has also tapped on live
streaming to interact with its audiences, with product
showcases accompanied by exclusive offers that are
available only during these sessions.

There are many products
online, but overseas customers
are attracted to those made
in Singapore because of our
stringent regulations. They know
that items with the Singapore
brand have quality assurance
and are safe for consumption.
– MS AMY HO, DIRECTOR AND MANAGER OF
GU XIANG YUAN
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BORN AND BREWED IN

Singapore
A QUINTESSENTIAL GUIDE TO OUR BELOVED LOCAL KOPI
AND WHERE TO GET THE BEST OLD-SCHOOL FIX.
For many Singaporeans, we
take pride in our unique kopi
(coffee) culture. We love our
kopi not just for its walletfriendly prices, but because it is
an unmistakable taste of home.
Unlike most commercial
coffees that typically use
arabica beans, local kopi is
made from robusta beans
that are roasted with sugar,
margarine, and sometimes
pineapple skin and corn. This
process caramelises the beans,
with the added ingredients
imparting a pronounced
flavour. The beans are then
ground and brewed using a
filter that resembles a sock.
Although sugar is not added in
kopi and some of its variants,
sugar content in these drinks
comes from sweetened
condensed milk.
Thanks to the numerous
permutations of the drink that
have evolved and are available
today, our local kopi brewers
would give top baristas a run
for their money in terms of
skill, and the speed and ease in
serving up that cup of coffee.
Here is a list of the most
common variants that can
be found in kopitiams
(coffee shops) and hawker
centres — a crash course
most Singaporeans would
need at some point in our lives.
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CONDENSED MILK
WATER

WATER
BLACK COFFEE

BLACK COFFEE
SUGAR

KOPI

Black coffee with
condensed milk
WATER

KOPI O
Black coffee
with sugar

EVAPORATED MILK
WATER

BLACK COFFEE

BLACK COFFEE
SUGAR

KOPI O KOSONG
Black coffee without
sugar nor milk
CONDENSED MILK
WATER

KOPI C
Black coffee with sugar
and evaporated milk

CONDENSED MILK
WATER

BLACK COFFEE

KOPI SIEW DAI

BLACK COFFEE

KOPI GAH DAI

Black coffee with
less condensed milk

Black coffee with
extra condensed milk

CONDENSED MILK

CONDENSED MILK

WATER

WATER
BLACK COFFEE

KOPI GAU

Stronger black coffee
with condensed milk,
and extra coffee powder

BLACK COFFEE

KOPI POH

Black coffee with
condensed milk, less coffee
powder, and more water

Our Life Stories
CONDENSED MILK
WATER
BLACK COFFEE
BUTTER

KOPI GU YOU

Black coffee with condensed milk and a slice
of butter, which softens the coffee’s acidity
and adds a creamier texture

BLACK COFFEE

KOPI O KOSONG DI LO

TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
TERM

WHAT IT MEANS

Kopi

“Coffee” in Malay.

Kosong

“Zero” in Malay.

“C” in Kopi C

“Carnation”, a brand of unsweetened
evaporated milk. Other brands of
evaporated milk may also be used.

Siew dai

“Less sweet” in Hock Chew.

Gah dai

“Sweeter” in Hock Chew.

Gau

“Thick or strong” in Hokkien.

Poh

“Thin or weak” in Hokkien.

Gu You

“Butter” in Hokkien.

Di Lo

“To pour all the way” in Hokkien, with
reference to not diluting the strained
coffee with water.

Tarik

“To pull” in Malay. The coffee is
repeatedly poured from a height
between two large cups to mix and
cool it.

Peng

“Iced” in Hokkien. Tag the term to a
drink, and you will get an iced version
of it.

Sua

“To follow” in Hokkien. Use this term
for a double order of the same kopi.

Black coffee without water, sugar nor milk.
This is the thickest form of kopi

CONDENSED MILK
WATER
BLACK COFFEE

KOPI TARIK
Pulled black coffee with condensed milk
and a frothy top

OLD IS GOLD

Get your dose of authentic local
kopi and a taste of nostalgia at these
traditional coffeehouses.

Tong Ah Eating House
35 Keong Saik Road, Singapore 089142.
7am to 10pm daily.

Even after moving from its iconic location at the
junction of Teck Lim Road and Keong Saik Road,
Tong Ah remains on form for its famed kopi. The
kopi is as tantalising as ever with its lingering
fragrance, while their signature kaya toast is thricetoasted for a crispy, tangy bite.

Seng Hong Coffee Shop
58 Lengkok Bahru, Singapore 150058.
6am to 6pm daily, closed on Sundays.

Those working or residing in Bukit Merah will
be familiar with Seng Hong Coffee Shop and its

distinctive red traditional Chinese signboard. The
kopi here is rich and creamy, with a fragrance that
envelops your mouth. Another signature dish of this
shop is its steamed bread. Steamed over an ancient pot,
the soft, warm and fluffy bread is then slathered with
kaya and peanut butter.

Da Zhong Cafe
Blk 105, Hougang Avenue 1, #02-20, Singapore
530105. 5am to 2pm daily, closed on Mondays.

This coffee stall has its origins in the 1970s, where
owner Mr Tay and his father sold kopi from a pushcart
in Toa Payoh. They later relocated to a hawker centre
in the same estate, before moving to their present
location in Hougang. For those who like their coffee
full-bodied and potent, Da Zhong Cafe’s version will
be right up your alley. Other than using quality coffee
powder, the key to Mr Tay’s delicious brews is his skill
in pulling the kopi from one pot to another, which
creates aeration that elevates the taste of the drink.
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MAKING

Waves

IN

POSITIVE WAYS
FROM A TIMID CHILD TO A
SMOOTH-TALKING ENTERTAINER,
SHAMINI GUNASAGAR HOPES TO SHARE
HER STORY OF TRANSFORMATION AND
EMPOWER CHILDREN TO SPEAK
WITH CONFIDENCE.
Long hours of filming the day before did
little to dampen Shamini Gunasagar’s
spirits during her photo shoot with
Life Storeys. Striking poses like a true
professional, the radio presenter, host
and actress shared candidly about
her work as well as adoration for her
neighbourhood in Choa Chu Kang.
Since entering showbiz in 2009,
Shamini has hosted and starred in
numerous variety shows and dramas on
Vasantham. Her most notable projects
include Devathaigal and Vettai 4,
for which she won the Best Newcomer
and Best Supporting Actress awards
respectively at Pradhana Vizha, an
awards ceremony organised
by Mediacorp.
In 2013, the multi-talented artiste
successfully ventured into radio at
Mediacorp’s Oli 96.8FM after
strenuous rounds of interviews.
“When I heard about the opening,
I decided to grasp the opportunity
and apply for it — partly because of
my mum. Since I was young, she would
always tell me to ‘join the radio industry’
as I have a flair for the Tamil language,”
said Shamini.
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Our Life Stories

As much as we may miss
our lives before COVID-19,
we need to embrace the
new normal and continue
moving forward. This
situation will come to pass.
With more than 40,000 followers
on Instagram, Shamini is a familiar
name not only among local
Indian TV viewers, but also the
online community.

What are you up
to lately?

Due to COVID-19, many shows
were postponed to a later date.
We only recently resumed filming.
I am currently working on a
health-related talk show called
Hello Hello Suguma?. I am glad
to be doing this programme as it
sheds light on how we can stay
fit mentally and physically while
staying home. Each weekly episode
will be aired on Vasantham starting
this October.

Work aside, what are you
passionate about?

I always have parents and students
coming up to me and ask how do I
speak Tamil and English “with so
much confidence”. Some parents
even say, “I wish I could get my child
to speak like you!” To be honest, I
was a timid child growing up. Put
me in a group and you will never
hear my voice. Over time, I built
self-confidence and broke down the
walls around my heart. I really want
to help parents and their children
to speak with confidence. So with
the help of my husband and close
friends, I am working on a project
that I hope to implement soon.

You have been staying in
your flat since 1995. What
do you like most about
your estate?

Many amenities are within walking
distance! My block is a six-minute
walk to Yew Tee MRT station, and a
three-minute walk to the swimming
pool and stadium. I also have amazing
neighbours. I remember having movie
nights at the park beside my block
when I was a kid! The Residents’
Committee arranged these events.
Neighbours from the surrounding
blocks would gather at the basketball
court to watch movies, and enjoy
popcorn and cotton candy. That was
how I got to know the other kids living
in the same block as me. After that we
started meeting every evening to play
soccer at the void deck!

Do you have
a favourite spot in the
neighbourhood?

I love sitting at the benches in the park
and taking a stroll while listening to
music in the evenings. It is so peaceful
and relaxing! On days when I feel
stressed and burned out, I go for jogs
at the park. I also get to greet my
neighbours and their pets!

What do you do when
you are not working?

I am attracted to anything related to
water. I love scuba diving but since
I can’t go for scuba diving trips now,
I make it a point to at least visit

the swimming pool. I also enjoy
stay-home activities with my family,
such as watching movies, listening
to music, and reading. Recently, I
decided to hone my culinary skills
by asking my mum for her recipes
and trying them out myself.

How are you coping with
the changes brought on
by COVID-19?

COVID-19 has affected me in many
ways. Shows that were due for filming
got postponed; I was afraid to go to the
swimming pool because I was worried
about putting my family members at
risk. Although many things have been
put on hold, this situation has given me
a lot of time to research future holidays
and practise self-care, which I did
not pay much attention to before
the pandemic.

How do you stay positive
in challenging times?

Change is the only constant, and we
should always have a contingency
plan. As much as we may miss our
lives before COVID-19, we need to
embrace the new normal and continue
moving forward. This situation will
come to pass. In the meantime, we
should keep our loved ones and
ourselves safe and healthy. If you find
yourself with a lot of free time, use it
to catch up on things that matter, such
as family time and self-care. Being idle
can lead your thoughts astray — stay
informed and active!
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A NEW
OF LIFE

Phase

AS WE EMBRACE THE NEW NORMAL, IT IS IMPERATIVE TO GET
FAMILIAR WITH THE SOCIAL AND LIFESTYLE CHANGES THAT ARE HERE
TO STAY — AT LEAST FOR NOW AND THE NEAR FUTURE.

With the COVID-19 situation
remaining fluid, the measures taken
to contain its spread will evolve in
tandem with our understanding of
the virus. However, there are still
basic guidelines that apply during
Phase Two and are likely to endure
into Phase Three. Here is a guide to
several precautionary measures that
were introduced during the Circuit
Breaker, and which will remain in
force or strongly encouraged during
both Phases Two and Three.

Face masks
Donning a mask is still
mandatory during Phase Two,
and this rule is likely to be in
place even during Phase Three.
Surgical or washable masks help
minimise transmission of the
virus via airborne droplets from
infectious individuals, especially
the asymptomatic ones. Apart
from wearing your mask
correctly — it must completely
cover the nose and mouth — it
is also important to discard
disposable masks properly after
use and to wash cloth masks after
each wear.
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SafeEntry

Face shields
While face shields are not meant
to be a replacement for face
masks, certain groups are allowed
to use them. They are children
under 12 years of age, those with
health conditions that may result
in breathing problems when a
mask is worn for a prolonged
period, and people who are
presenting to a group in a
classroom-style setting (but only
if the audience is seated a safe
distance away).

SafeEntry is a nationwide digital
initiative that logs a person’s entry
and exit from a venue by scanning
a QR code from their smartphone.
It further serves as a tool for the
health ministry and contact tracers
to swiftly get in touch with close
contacts of infected cases or to issue
public advisories to those who have
been to places where confirmed
cases have visited.

Safe distancing

Good personal hygiene
By now, good personal hygiene
practices, such as the “seven steps
of handwashing”, should be a way of
life. Other habits to cultivate include
sanitising your hands when soap
and water is not available; greeting
others with elbow or fist bumps
instead of shaking hands; using a
serving spoon when sharing dishes;
as well as proper disposal of tissue
paper after sneezing, coughing, or
wiping your mouth after meals.

By minimising physical
interactions and maintaining a
distance of at least one metre from
others in all venues, community
spread can be contained.

Livin’ It Up

Telecommuting and safe
management measures

Capacity limits
Capacity restrictions are
enforced at larger public venues
with high human traffic, such
as supermarkets and cinemas.
Crowd control enables better safe
distancing and prevents large
numbers of people from gathering
over an extended period.
At the time of print, up to 100
people (including the couple but
excluding vendors and service
providers) will be allowed to
attend wedding receptions in
venues that are permitted to
serve food and drinks. Attendees
can be split into multiple zones
or staggered timings, with up to
50 people in each zone or slot.
For funerals and wakes, up to 30
people are allowed at any one time.
Note that these are subject to the
safe capacity of individual venues.

Working from home and
telecommuting should still be
the default mode of work in
Phase Two, unless workers need
to access specialised equipment
and machinery, or if they need
to fulfil legal requirements,
such as completing contracts or
transactions. All workplaces will
also need to implement SafeEntry,
maintain high standards of hygiene
and cleanliness, and stagger work
hours among staff where possible.
36.5

This applies to social gatherings.
In F&B outlets, for example, the
maximum number of people
allowed in a group is five, and safe
distancing will have to be observed
between different groups. At
home, the number of visitors each
household can receive is also capped
at five.

• Stay at home as much as
possible, and go out only
for essential activities
• Wear a mask when you
are out
• Observe good
personal hygiene
• Practise safe distancing
• Install the TraceTogether app
• Use SafeEntry
whenever required
• Seniors and those with
existing medical conditions
should be extra cautious
and avoid going out

TraceTogether
A contact-tracing app built for
smartphones, TraceTogether
utilises Bluetooth signals
between mobile phones to
detect other users. The local
developers have assured the
public that their data remains
secure and private, and that
a wider installation rate
will help facilitate the
contact-tracing process.
Remember, everyone has a
part to play in preventing
the spread of COVID-19 in
the community!

Groups of five

RULES TO LIVE BY
IN COVID-19 TIMES

WHAT TO EXPECT IN
PHASE THREE
• Social, cultural, religious,
and business gatherings or
events to resume, but with
restricted capacity
• Seniors citizens to resume
daily activities, but are
advised to adhere to other
precautionary measures,
such as safe distancing and
off-peak commuting
• Borders to gradually open
for business or essential
travel. Singapore is exploring
“reciprocal green lane
agreements” with more
countries, which will rely on
mutual confidence in each
other’s “test protocol and
standards” in managing
COVID-19
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TIMES
ALTHOUGH THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK
HAS BEEN BROUGHT UNDER BETTER
CONTROL, THE LIMITATIONS OF
RECENT MONTHS MAY HAVE
LINGERING EFFECTS FOR SOME.
HERE ARE SOME WAYS TO COPE.
Even as we abide by infection control measures to
protect our health and that of those around us,
it remains crucial to pay attention to our mental
and emotional well-being.

Stay away from too much news
While keeping updated with the latest news is helpful,
constant exposure can result in information overload
that may be stressful.
To minimise this, go
to reliable sources
that provide factual
reporting. Take
a timeout from
perusing headlines
when you find
yourself preoccupied
to the point where it
causes undue alarm
and distress.
TRY: Stick to one dependable news source and

allocate a specific period of the day to catch up on
what’s happening.
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Take good care of yourself
Holistic self-care involves both the inner and outer you. It
can be challenging to eat well and stay active when you are
working from home, which can take a toll on both your
physical and mental fitness. It is important to establish a
regular routine where you can incorporate a healthy diet
and regular exercise into your stay-at-home schedule,
which includes both work and rest days. Furthermore,
exercise has mood-lifting effects that can alleviate stress
and burnout while giving you a sense of accomplishment.
You may be staying indoors, but you can still make an
effort to groom yourself. From tweezing your brows to
shaving off facial hair, simple steps can make a world of
difference to your appearance and your mood.
TRY: Break the sedentary cycle by accessing free

workout videos online, which range from simple
stretching techniques to full cardio workouts. You
can even sign up for an online class in aerobics,
yoga, and other
exercises to raise
your motivation
alongside
like-minded
participants.

Livin’ It Up

Sleep well
Sleep is always integral for mind and body restoration.
A lack of sleep or not getting a good night’s rest usually has
an impact on your performance as you may experience
mood swings or have difficulty concentrating. Quality
and sufficient sleep also boosts your immunity, your
first line of defence especially during a pandemic.

8 HOURS

Connect with others
The digital age has made catching up with friends and
family easier and more convenient than ever before.
Feeling isolated can give rise to negative emotions, so
take time to reach out to your pillars of support when
such feelings threaten to overwhelm you.
TRY: Online video platforms can host multiple

TRY: Restrict use of your electronic devices an

participants simultaneously and have become a
must-have for anyone not ready to sacrifice their
social life. Make your virtual hangout one to
remember with “shared” activities like a sing-along
karaoke session, or turn it into a private mukbang
(eating broadcast in Korean) with each member
ordering food delivery from the same restaurant!

hour before bedtime. Engaging in stimulating
activities, such as mobile phone games, keeps
you alert. Blue light emitted from screens reduces
production of melatonin, the sleep hormone.
This will cause you to take a longer time to drift
into dreamland.

Stick to a daily routine
Since the outbreak, working from home has become the
norm rather than exception, with companies encouraged
to adopt this practice on a widespread basis. It is not
just our working lives that have turned topsy-turvy but
our personal worlds, too. Maintaining a balance in the
confines — and comforts — of home is tricky, and stress
can occur when this line is blurred.

WHEN SHOULD
YOU SEEK
PROFESSIONAL
HELP?
While stress and anxiety manifest differently
in individuals, there are common symptoms
to look out for before they escalate and
become more debilitating:
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of concentration
Absent-mindedness
Poor decision-making skills
Fatigue (physical or mental exhaustion)
Extreme changes in mood (such as
crying, anger)
• Increased or erratic breathing and
heart rate
TRY: Apart from mandatory rest days, treat your

day as you would if heading to the office. Keep to
a schedule and create a dedicated workspace to
minimise distractions.

If you or your loved ones need emotional or
psychological support, call the National Care
Hotline at 1800-202-6868, where trained
professionals are available to help.
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With Phase Two of the country’s
opening likely to run for months
according to then National
Development Minister Lawrence
Wong, currently Education
Minister and Co-chair of the
Multi-Ministry Taskforce on
COVID-19 (The Straits Times,
3 July), it remains advisable to
continue staying at home as much
as possible. As there are still
unlinked cases in the community,
Singapore is not out of the woods
yet, and we should stay vigilant
and be socially responsible.
Although cinemas have since
reopened on July 13 with a
50-pax limit per hall, you can
still have your cake and eat
it, thanks to advancements
in broadcast technology and
on-demand streaming services.
From music and drama series
to movies and more, there is no
lack of entertainment options to
be enjoyed from the comfort of
home. Here are some feel-good
family-friendly programmes and
music to boost your mood while
hunkering down.
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TO-WATCH

1

Ah Boys To Men On Netflix
It has been eight years since this Jack Neo flick became a box-office success,
and yet this film about a privileged young man who tries to dodge national
service (NS) continues to be much talked about among local viewers. While
many movies and dramas about NS have been produced, none has made an
impact as much as Ah Boys to Men, thanks to its tongue-in-cheek depiction of
army life and well-caricatured characters that hit so close to home.

3

Pop Aye On meWATCH

Ugly Delicious On Netflix

No holiday this year? No problem! With the Netflix original series
Ugly Delicious, you can still explore the world vicariously through the
travelogues of American celebrity chef David Chang. Praised by The
New Yorker magazine as “lavishly produced, rigorously researched and
confrontationally weird”, every fascinating, cross-cultural gastronomic episode
is available to binge on without the guilt.

Under One Roof On meWATCH
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2

A debut feature by local film-maker Kirsten Tan,
Pop Aye tells the story of a dispirited architect who meets
his long-lost elephant on the streets of Bangkok. The rest
of the film narrates the duo’s heart-searching journey
across Thailand to return to the farm where they grew up
together. Pop Aye is the first Singaporean film selected to
screen at the renowned Sundance Film Festival. During
the festival in 2017, Pop Aye won a Special Jury Prize in
the Cinematic Dramatic Competition section.

4

“This reminds me of a story. Long before your time, in the Southern province
of China...” — does that refrain sound familiar? Under One Roof is Singapore’s
first locally produced sitcom that circles
around the portly and lovable patriarch, Tan
Ah Teck, and his family. From the catchy
opening theme to the elder Tan’s moral
lessons, this endearing series guarantees belly
laughs and a trip down memory lane.

Livin’ It Up

OUNDS
OF TH

E TIMES

Stay With You by JJ Lin

Written by local singer JJ Lin
with lyrics
penned by fellow homegrow
n artiste
Stefanie Sun, Stay With You
is a moving
and uplifting tribute to uns
ung heroes
at the healthcare frontline.
The song
topped UFM100.3’s list of
the best 1,000
Mandopop songs of all tim
e in May this
year. The duo also released
the English
version of the song in celebra
tion of
Singapore’s 55th birthday.

The Lion King soundtrack

Disney soundtracks have alw
ays been
popular, but The Lion King’s
ranks high on
our playlist of favourites. Fro
m the romantic
duet Can You Feel the Love
Tonight to the
catchy and uplifting Hakun
a Matata, this is
one soundtrack that will che
er you up in these
unsettling times.

Dance Monkey by Tones

and I

If we were to name 2019’s stan
dout
song, it would have to be this
breakout
hit from Australian singer-so
ngwriter
Tones and I. With an incred
ibly
addictive tune verging on ear
worm
status, the official music vid
eo is just as
immensely popular, with mo
re than a
billion views on YouTube to
date.

COVID-19 Quarantine Pa

rty playlist

This Spotify playlist created
by Singaporean
user “Alistair Ryan” went vira
l worldwide with
nearly 400,000 followers. The
playlist features
97 songs that collectively rep
resent the sign
of the times. It is not all doo
m and gloom,
but rather, a string of identifi
able tracks to
suit your different moods dur
ing this
roller-coaster pandemic per
iod.
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KEEPING

Singapore Clean
WHAT IS SG CLEAN?
Launched on 16 February 2020 by the National Environment Agency, the SG Clean campaign
seeks to galvanise collective action — from individuals to business sectors — to raise public hygiene
standards in Singapore and safeguard the public against further spread of COVID-19.
The campaign calls on members of the public to adopt good personal and environmental hygiene
habits, as well as on organisations to meet sanitation and hygiene requirements. It also aims to bolster
public confidence in local businesses by showcasing the rigorous measures that have been taken.

WHAT IS SG CLEAN QUALITY MARK?
It is an indicator of a place’s standard of cleanliness. Those with the quality mark have to commit
and adhere to sector-specific sanitation and hygiene checklists mandated by the authorities,
including cleaning methods, toilet cleanliness, general public hygiene, and more. It is being
progressively rolled out, starting from premises with heavy human traffic, such as hawker centres,
MRT stations, bus interchanges, schools, tourist attractions, and shopping malls.

WHAT ARE THE “7 HABITS OF GOOD PUBLIC HYGIENE”?
These habits are simple, everyday steps that everyone can take to instil a greater sense of responsibility for the
cleanliness of shared spaces, and contribute towards improving personal and public hygiene standards in Singapore.

1

TWICE
DAILY

4

2

Keep your surroundings clean,
well ventilated, and pest-free

Wash hands
regularly with
soap and water

Return your trays and
keep tables clean

3 and dry

Keep toilets clean

o

36

5 temperature
twice daily

Monitor your

6

Use tissues
when you
sneeze or cough

BEYOND COVID-19

7

Bin litter, used
masks, and
soiled tissues

The measures to elevate cleanliness and public hygiene in Singapore will help lessen risks to public
health in the COVID-19 situation and beyond. It is envisioned that the SG Clean campaign will inculcate a
national “keep clean culture”, where taking ownership of our country’s cleanliness becomes a way of life.

